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The International Accounting Group
Holds Conference in Lisbon, Portugal
The keynote speech from world-renowned speaker and futurist, Graeme Codrington
of Tomorrow Today, will focus on the impact of the generation gap on the legal and
accounting profession. Other sessions will feature highly interactive and engaging
panel ...

May. 02, 2016

TIAG and TAG Alliances will hold its 26th international conference from May 2-4 in
Lisbon, Portugal. Over 250 attendees and guests from more than 45 different
countries will participate in the conference.

The keynote speech from world-renowned speaker and futurist, Graeme Codrington
of Tomorrow Today, will focus on the impact of the generation gap on the legal and
accounting profession. Other sessions will feature highly interactive and engaging
panel discussions on various topics, “Specialty Group” breakout sessions and
networking tours to local points of interest. In addition to TIAG members, delegates
from TIAG’s af�liate alliances, TAGLaw  and TAG-SP will be in attendance. All three
alliances are collectively known as the TAG Alliances™.
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“We are excited to be in Lisbon and to continue ful�lling the objective of developing
relationships and connections between TAG Alliances members,” said Richard
Attisha, President & CEO of TIAG and TAG Alliances. “In addition to providing a
world-class educational sessions and best practices, the conference serves as the
perfect platform for our members to promote introductions to clients and contacts
across the globe, to increase collaboration and cross-marketing opportunities and to
share knowledge with one another. Recently, we have seen tremendous growth
amongst our diverse membership and look forward to introducing a number of our
newest members.”

In addition to the keynote address and networking sessions, members will attend a
variety of informative and educational sessions aimed at �rm and practice
development. Sessions and speakers at this conference include:

“Back in My Day…” The Impact of the Generation Gap on Law and Accounting
Firms;
Ready or Not, Here They Come: Millennials Are the Future of Your Firm;
Digital Currency… Out of the Shadows and into the Spotlight;
Technology in Service Firms – Staying Ahead of the Curve and Improving
Productivity and Pro�tability;
Open Forum: Women in Leadership;
Turning Disruption into Opportunities for Your Firm – Hot Topic Collaborative
Roundtables; and
Various “Specialty Group” breakout sessions.
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